Joy Delivered

Explore these gifts and more at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

AMAZON'S HOLIDAY WISH BOOK IS HERE!
WHAT YOU’LL NEED

2 large square cardboard boxes
Scissors
Pens, markers, or paints
1 medium square cardboard box
Tape or hot glue

LEARN TO MAKE YOUR OWN CARDBOARD TREES AND CAMPFIRE at amazon.com/cardboardcreations

Cut one large box along a corner fold so that it lays out flat. Bend in half so that you have a triangle roof.

Open the top and bottom of the medium box. Lay it on its side like a tunnel.

Place the triangle roof over the medium box’s sides, allowing the edges to rest on floor. Tape or glue the roof where it meets the medium box.

To make the front and back walls, cut open the second large box and lay it flat. Then trace the front and back triangle rooflines. Cut out the two triangles.

On your front wall triangle, draw and cut a door, careful to leave one side attached so that it will swing open and closed.

Tape or glue on your front and back walls, then decorate!

What about some shingles, windows, and shutters?

Share your lodge with #deliveringsmiles

That Amazon box is more than just cardboard; it’s a gingerbread house or an alpine lodge to be explored. With just a few household items, adults can make this wintry cabin.

Build an alpine lodge

It’s time to let your imagination fly, through the woods, up snowy mountains, under a wide and starry sky. Journey through these wintry pages, full of seasonal activities, recipes for fun, and gifts for kids of all ages.

Make a list, check it twice

Could be anything, like hugs, hats, or talking mice.
Warm up!
A hot cocoa mix for grown-ups to fix

Ingredients
Makes 2 servings:
¼ cup granulated white sugar
¼ cup unsweetened cocoa powder
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
2 cups whole milk or milk alternative
Optional: candy canes, chocolate chips, whipped cream, or marshmallows for toppings.

Preparation
1. In a small saucepan, stir together the sugar, cocoa powder, vanilla, and about ¼ cup of the milk until smooth.
2. Place pan over low heat. Slowly add remaining milk while stirring.
3. Heat to very warm, but do not boil.
4. Pour into a cup. Garnish as desired. Always check temperature before serving.

Sip, sip, hurray! Share the fun with #deliveringsmiles
Gather the kiddos and finish this fun fable

Once there was a __________ owl who (hoo-hoo) ___________________________.

sang ___________ from the top of a tree with a ____________ voice that was as loud as could be.

A __________ fox with a great ear stopped ___________ so that he could hear.

eating a __________ snack __________ he knew how to play ___________ instrument

and took it out to tune right away.

Hoping to play along, the curious fox followed the owl’s ___________ song. When asked, the owl agreed ___________ and did a ___________ as quick as could be.

Together the fox and owl sounded so grand that when a __________ came ___________ along, they started a band.

Share the fun with #deliveringsmiles
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Toys

LEGO Creator Expert Gingerbread House, 1477 Pieces
(12+ years) B07WM9S3V7

Monopoly Junior Unicorn Edition
(5+ years) B089GYBVSF
Amazon Exclusive

Crayola Light-Up Tracing Pad with Eye-Soft Technology
(6+ years) B083FKQ1MX
Amazon Exclusive

Playskool Smartsense Gloworm
(1+ months) B085B1ZB2R
Amazon Exclusive

Paw Patrol Chase Ultimate Police Cruiser
(3+ years) B081VW4ZWY

LEGO Super Mario Adventures with Mario Starter Course, 231 Pieces
(6+ years) B085878WLK

Crayola Light-Up Tracing Pad with Eye-Soft Technology
(6+ years) B083FKQ1MX
Amazon Exclusive

Toys We Love

Scan & Shop
1. Tap the QR code next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

See some of our favorite toys for 2020 on pages 6-12

Scan & Shop

Little Tikes First Oven
(2+ years) B0851KPVDS

L.O.L. Surprise! O.M.G. Remix Super Surprise
(6+ years) B085A02RZ2

GLOWS & PLAYS
SOOTHING MUSIC

Monopoly Junior Unicorn Edition
(5+ years) B089GYBVSF
Amazon Exclusive

Paw Patrol Chase Ultimate Police Cruiser
(3+ years) B081VW4ZWY

LEGO Super Mario Adventures with Mario Starter Course, 231 Pieces
(6+ years) B085878WLK
1. Tap the icon next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

**Toys We Love**

**INCLUDES**

**13 PLUSH COLLECTIBLES**

---

**Leapfrog Scoop & Learn Ice Cream Cart Deluxe**
(2–5 years) B0877FBND2
Amazon Exclusive

**Star Wars The Mandalorian The Child Puzzle, 500 Pieces**
(14+ years) B0823CP62M

**Disney Princess Comfy Squad Castle**
(5+ years) B084SCCQ7P
Amazon Exclusive

**Little Tikes Go Green! Cozy Truck with Trailer & Garden Tools**
(18 months–5 years) B085JJ9QV3
Amazon Exclusive

**National Geographic Earth Science Kit**
(8+ years) B082ZLM39R
Amazon Exclusive

**Disney Year of the Mouse Collector Pack**
(2+ years) B088296YK7
Amazon Exclusive

**Present Pets**
(5+ years) B084SCSBG7

**Transformers Battle Call Bumblebee**
(6+ years) B083VLSS5S

**furReal Friends Snow Dragon**
(4+ years) B085R45RN9
Amazon Exclusive

---

**Boost, Jump & Crash!**

**Peppa Pig Pop n’ Playhouse and Play n’ Go Campervan**
(2+ years) B084ZXZTPB
Amazon Exclusive

**Hot Wheels Sky Crash Tower**
(5–10 years) B084QBXTF6
Squeakee The Balloon Dog
(5+ years) B084NV7HHJ

Barbie Dream Closet
(5+ years) B0844ZZ09W

Osmo Little Genius Starter Kit for iPad
(3–5 years) B07NHRYS36

Monster Jam RC Megalodon Storm
(4+ years) B081VVJ33X

Barbie Dream Closet
(3+ years) B084L2ZD9W

Little Live Pets Gotta Go Flamingo
(4+ years) B084NWRCGY

Beyblade Hypersphere Vortex Climb Battle Set
(8+ years) B083VLRVXL

Ravensburger Marvel Villainous
(12+ years) B086B7QPTB

Sphero Mini Golf
(8+ years) B086Z4MQP2

Disney Junior Mickey Mouse Camper
(3+ years) B083FJHVQ1
Amazon Exclusive

LEGO Star Wars The Mandalorian The Razor Crest, 1023 Pieces
(10+ years) B0849GZMZH

2020 Holiday Barbie Doll
(6+ years) B084BYW7ST / B084BRD7ZY / B084BSKNSB

Lego Star Wars The Mandalorian
The Razor Crest, 1023 Pieces
(10+ years) B0849GZMZH

SCAN & SHOP
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

TEE UP WITH TECH
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.
You can scan the QR code for more toys!

**Scanning Instructions:**
1. Tap the icon next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

**Toys We Love:**

1. **Nickelodeon Slime Super Duper Slimy Blendz**
   (6+ years) B089MWDPVB

2. **Blue’s Clues & You! Bathtime Plush**
   (3+ years) B083GCRGT9
   Amazon Exclusive

3. **PJ Masks 2-in-1 Mobile Headquarters**
   (3+ years) B083FJ9Y22

4. **Radio Flyer Little Red Roadster**
   (12 months–3 years) B07P6CPY15
   Amazon Exclusive

5. **KidKraft Amazon Alexa Enabled 2-in-1 Kitchen & Market**
   (3+ years) B086B5WL2L
   Amazon Exclusive

6. **Nickelodeon Slime Super Duper Slimy Blendz**
   (6+ years) B089MWDPVB

7. **Kiddary Amazon Alexa Enabled 2-in-1 Kitchen & Market**
   (3+ years) B084S19K2L
   Amazon Exclusive

8. **Color-By-Number**: Color the spaces to reveal wintry places!
   (Or choose your own colors!)

9. **Share the fun with #deliveringsmiles**

---
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Outside in the crisp chilly air, a young snowshoe hare had a special gift to share. Without telling a soul what was inside, the hare asked her woodland friends to give the present a ride.

“This pretty box,” said a clever red fox, “needs to cross the whole forest, even some icy rocks.” The fluffy owl was first to volunteer, since she was already dressed in her festive flight gear. “I’ll fly the package beyond the skating rink, but then I need to pause for a warm chocolatey drink.” Because he had very keen sight, the raccoon said he’d walk the package under the moon through the night. Shyly the swift deer stepped up to say, he’d run across the frosty frontier the very next day.

When the deer made it to the other side of the snowy wood, there a cozy house stood. Though she didn’t know what the knocking was for, Grandma Hare answered the door. She guessed right away when she saw that sweet gift, it was from her grandchild, whom she so very much missed.
**Go on a play-cation**

**LEGO Ideas International Space Station, 864 Pieces** (16+ years) B083JWZNW7

**LEGO Ideas Ship in a Bottle, 962 Pieces** (12+ years) B078VVLQ6J

**LEGO Classic Creative Fun Kit, 900 Pieces** (4+ years) B07KX896RP

**LEGO Creator 3-in-1 Townhouse Toy Store, 554 Pieces** (8+ years) B07WG9XJDX

**LEGO Technic Lamborghini Sián FKP 37, 3696 Pieces** (18+ years) B0858F13V7

**LEGO Creator 3-in-1 Pirate Ship, 1260 Pieces** (9+ years) B0858K44NP

**LEGO City Race Boat Transporter, 238 Pieces** (5+ years) B07WCQWZBD

**LEGO City Ocean Exploration Ship, 745 Pieces** (7+ years) B0858CL5ZK

**LEGO Ideas Friendship Bus, 778 Pieces** (8+ years) B07Y8TLBFR

**LEGO Friends Nature Glamping, 241 Pieces** (6+ years) B07WCQV9FK

**LEGO Friends Summer Fun Water Park, 1001 Pieces** (8+ years) B085SF54M9

**LEGO Friends Jungle Rescue Base, 648 Pieces** (8+ years) B0858DCC6P

---

**SCAN & SHOP**

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

**CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY** at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
Minecraft, IRL

LEGO Minecraft The Illager Raid, 562 Pieces (8+ years) B07WG9X587

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

LEGO Super Mario Thwomp Drop Expansion Set, 393 Pieces (8+ years) B085873J30
LEGO Super Mario Bowser’s Castle Boss Battle Expansion Set, 1010 Pieces (8+ years) B08585RHR2
LEGO Minecraft The Crafting Box 3.0, 564 Pieces (8+ years) B084ZR3933
LEGO Minecraft Dungeons The Redstone Battle, 504 Pieces (8+ years) B084ZR2RF3
LEGO Jurassic World Indominus Rex vs. Ankylosaurus, 537 Pieces (8+ years) B0858DBKZC
LEGO NINJAGO Skull Sorcerer’s Dragon, 1016 Pieces (9+ years) B0858JVBZW
LEGO Technic Fast & Furious Dom’s Dodge Charger, 1077 Pieces (10+ years) B083JZHG42

SCAN & SHOP
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.
Merry & bright ideas

Osmo Genius Starter Kit for iPad (6–10 years) B07NHS4D4T
Osmo Detective Agency (5+ years) B07GJ1XSGP
Osmo Pizza Co. (5–12 years) B071JF3Z29
Osmo Genius Starter Kit for iPad + Family Game Night (6–10 years) B085NM6RSB
Osmo Super Studio Disney Mickey Mouse & Friends (5+ years) B07F9FPJYM
Osmo Super Studio Disney Frozen 2 (5–10 years) B07PY4QTN9

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

SCAN & SHOP
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

Osmo Creative Starter Kit for iPad (5–10 years) B07PXPHF5M
Osmo Coding Starter Kit for iPad (5–10 years) B085NN5678
Osmo Coding Family Bundle (5–10 years) B085NX59LL
Osmo Little Genius Starter Kit for iPad + Early Math Adventure (3–5 years) B085NMRCVL
Down to a science

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

STEM and Arts & Crafts

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
Make some vroom

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.
Deck the hauls

Tonka Steel Classics Bulldozer (3+ years) B07ZS7BJKN

Tonka Steel Classics Mighty Dump Truck (3+ years) B07ZS7J192

Tonka Mega Machines Mighty Mixers Recycling Truck (3+ years) B084XTTG1D

Monster Jam Trucks 12-Pack (3+ years) B084BN3P3F

Micro Machines Super Van City (4+ years) B0855ZQRKJ

Lionel New York Central Model Train Set (4+ years) B084TR3B5K

Power Treads Extreme Takeover Pack (5+ years) B0851KJT69

WWE Wrekkin’ Slambulance (6+ years) B07Y93RJTC

---

**Play Vehicles**

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

---

- Batman 3-in-1 Batcave (4+ years) B085D5FQTL
- Batman Launch & Defend Batmobile RC (4+ years) B084BMVRVM
- Imaginext Batbot Xtreme (3–8 years) B06XK8DYJY
- Imaginext Super Surround Batcave (3–8 years) B083W6CKN6
- Batman & Bronze Tiger 2-Pack (3+ years) B084KLCX5E
- LEGO Batman Mobile Bat Base, 745 Pieces (8+ years) B08506K2XK
- Fortnite Battle Bus with Tomatohead (8+ years) B0851SP7DL
- Roblox Celebrity Collection Adopt Me Pet Store Deluxe Playset (6+ years) B0851SZ8JY

---

**FREE VIRTUAL ITEM CODE**

AmazonNarwhal2020

Redeem now at roblox.com/promocodes

*Offer valid Oct 1, 2020, until Dec 31, 2020. Amazon is not the sponsor of this promotion. Any information you submit will be treated in accordance with Roblox Corporation’s privacy policy.

---

**CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY** at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.
Build your own hero

Marvel Superhero Mashers 5-Pack (4+ years) B0824SH5SN
Marvel Superhero Mashers 3-Pack (4+ years) B0824SBMZ6
Marvel Battleworld Collectible Adventure Game (6+ years) B0863JD7HH
LEGO Marvel Avengers Tower Battle, 685 Pieces (8+ years) B0858JV9RG

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

FUNKO...FREQUENTLY Subscribe to bimonthly Funko Marvel Collector Corps boxes at amazon.com/mcc
Bring your yay-game

MUGGLE-FRIENDLY PLAY

LEGO Harry Potter Hogwarts Astronomy Tower, 971 Pieces (9+ years) B0858JV9RD
Harry Potter Labyrinth (7+ years) B07GVVCRFV
LEGO Harry Potter 4 Privet Drive, 797 Pieces (8+ years) B0858VNX4N
Clue Harry Potter (8+ years) B089GZQD9M
Funko Pop! Funkoverse Strategy Game Harry Potter (10+ years) B0828HGGPM
Hands Full! (8+ years) B082G31XQ8
Throw Throw Burrito (7+ years) B07TS96J7Q
Sushi Roll (8+ years) B07PLFLR54

Bring your yay-game

BUFFROCKS = BIGGER FUN

Buffalo Games Country Store Puzzle, 500 Pieces (14+ years) B07D8K8J8X
Buffalo Games Moonlight Lodge Puzzle, 1000 Pieces (14+ years) B073YF5PTT
Zingo! Bingo (4+ years) B07DX81G16
Jenga Giant (12+ years) B01LZGUAAU
Wonder Forge Disney Classic Characters Matching Game (3+ years) B077DWF514
Hillery Cherry-O Disney Mickey Mouse Clubhouse (1+ years) B00FW50XK
Let’s Go Fishin’ and Lucky Ducks Make-A-Match Game (4+ years) B07QK4Z9YK
Monopoly Disney Villains (8+ years) B083YWBCT
Play all holiday

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
In a winner wonderland

A. Drone Home (8+ years) B085PVZX5C
B. Impractical Jokers Game The Ultimate Challenge Pack (17+ years) B084KGJ5VK
C. Here to Slay (10+ years) B085JYYWJV
D. Ticket To Ride (8+ years) 0975277324
E. Catan (10+ years) B00U26V4VQ
F. Magic: The Gathering Game Night (13+ years) B07WMZ7T9K

SCAN & SHOP
1. Tap the ▼ next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

Family Night

Share the fun with #deliveringsmiles
L.O.L. Surprise! Deluxe Present Surprise (4+ years) B085B23C3Z
L.O.L. Surprise! Boys Arcade Heroes (4+ years) B085B1YYY6
L.O.L. Surprise! O.M.G. Series 3 Chillax Fashion Doll (4+ years) B085B1FYY7
L.O.L. Surprise! O.M.G. Series 3 Diva Mini Fashion Doll (4+ years) B085B22XER
L.O.L. Surprise! All Star B.B.s Sports Series 1 Baseball Dolls (4+ years) B085B22DY6
L.O.L. Surprise! Hair Salon Playset (6+ years) B085JKQYGM
L.O.L. Surprise! O.M.G. Remix Kitty K Fashion Doll (4+ years) B085B2K75T
L.O.L. Surprise! O.M.G. Remix 4-in-1 Plane (6+ years) B085JNGHJ8
L.O.L. Surprise! O.M.G. Remix Lonestar Fashion Doll (4+ years) B085B1XTT4
L.O.L. Surprise! O.M.G. Remix Hairflip Tots Series A (4+ years) B085B24QT4
L.O.L. Surprise! O.M.G. Remix Honeylicious Fashion Doll (4+ years) B085B2NGJ

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

SCAN & SHOP
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.
Good things come...

- **WowWee Lucky Fortune Hydro Water Bottle** (6+ years) B084TQGHBR
- **Secret Crush Pippa Posie Doll with Mini Doll Best Friend** (4+ years) B084L1HW5P
- **Polly Pocket Unicorn Party Playset** (4+ years) B08594CZ31
- **Failfix Makeover Doll** (6+ years) B084NMLRHC
- **Disney Doorables Ultimate Collector Case** (5+ years) B085B3C4GX
- **Na! Na! Na! Surprise 2-in-1 Fashion Doll and Plush Purse, Jennel Jaguar** (5+ years) B0858Z468F
- **VIP Pets Surprise Hair Reveal Doll Series 1** (3+ years) B082Q5F6WM
- **Hairdorables Series 5** (3+ years) B083CDYN95
- **Hatchimals Pixies Crystal Flyers** (6+ years) B0848FJB8V
- **Poopsie Dancing Unicorn Rainbow Brightstar** (5+ years) B085939W4W
- **Cry Babies Fantasy, Hannah** (18+ months) B084TNMFPS
- **Cry Babies Fantasy, Jassy** (18+ months) B08CF2QPNP

**in small packages**

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

**CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY** at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

**COLLECT ALL 12**

**COMFORT THE CRIES**

**SCAN & SHOP**

Collectible Toys
Glam tidings

Barbie Glam Getaway House (3+ years) B00LD3MQ1E
Barbie Color Reveal Slumber Party Fun Dolls & Accessories (3+ years) B084L1QLVM
Barbie Fashionistas Ken Doll (3+ years) B084BYW7SR
Barbie Fashionistas Barbie Doll (3+ years) B07ZPQ958G

IT'S A POOL,
A TRUCK &
A BOAT

Barbie 3-in-1 DreamCamper Playset (3+ years) B07XC3HK9N
Barbie Dreamhouse (3+ years) B079JCZMMK
Barbie Babysitting Playset (3+ years) B077T57FV7
Barbie Face Mask Spa Day Playset (4+ years) B07EPQC52Y
Barbie Baby Doctor Playset (3+ years) B07XD6F2ZK
Barbie Dreamhouse Adventures Tiki Hut Playset (3+ years) B07GL668MM
Barbie Stroll 'n Play Pups Playset (3+ years) B084BRJFY9
Barbie Pizza Maker Playset (3+ years) B0751RGXLR

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
Little ones to love

Small and adorably dressed, these dolls are ready for any adventure! Shop online or instore. Every costume is designed to inspire creative play. All省份 dolls are 8" tall and can be used to practice dressing skills. Check out each doll's unique features and their different challenges.

WellieWishers

Camille (5–7 years) B06XQX5X6P
Willa (5–7 years) B06XRCTZ1J
Ashlyn (5–7 years) B06XRD76VK
Kendall (5–7 years) B06XRDLBLV
Emerson (5–7 years) B06XRDB88Y

Glitter Girls

Bluebell (3+ years) B07BQ22LWD
Shimmers Norwegian Horse (3+ years) B071JJ38SZ
Horse Stable Playset (3+ years) B07ZVHX74L
Qai Qai Doll (3+ years) B088GGJC7K

Baby Alive

Rainbow Wildcats, Tiger (3+ years) B084SBKH1F
Rainbow Wildcats, Lion (3+ years) B084SBYZSK
Rainbow Wildcats, Leopard (3+ years) B084SBJQJ5
Littles by Baby Alive Fantasy Styles Squad,
Kiera (3+ years) B0885P276F
Littles by Baby Alive Fantasy Styles Squad,
Marlowe (3+ years) B0885P679G
Littles by Baby Alive Fantasy Styles Squad,
Harlyn (3+ years) B0885PURZ8
Baby Alive Baby Grows Up, Happy Hope or
Merry Meadow (3+ years) B083R1PZCC
Baby Alive Baby Grows Up, Sweet Blossom or Lovely Rosie (3+ years) B083R1NWV2

Baby Born

Surprise Treehouse Playset (3+ years) B0866S65W2
Surprise Magic Potty Surprise (3+ years) B0866S1S48 / B0866T49D3 / B0866T42MF

Littles by Baby Alive Fantasy Styles Squad,
Kiera (3+ years) B0885P276F
Littles by Baby Alive Fantasy Styles Squad,
Marlowe (3+ years) B0885P679G
Littles by Baby Alive Fantasy Styles Squad,
Harlyn (3+ years) B0885PURZ8
Baby Alive Baby Grows Up, Happy Hope or
Merry Meadow (3+ years) B083R1PZCC
Baby Alive Baby Grows Up, Sweet Blossom or Lovely Rosie (3+ years) B083R1NWV2

**TWAS THE TREASURE TRUCK** Shop deals and gifts for the holidays. Text TRUCK to 24193 to sign up for alerts.
Adora Amazing World Wooden Stable Playset & Horse Plush (6+ years) B07Q7M2821
Adora Amazing Girls, Jada (6+ years) B07BJD7Z22
Adora Amazing Girls, Lucy (6+ years) B07PFFPF51
Adora Amazing Pets, Preston the Brown Pug (6+ years) B07BJCVDRH
Kindred Hearts Pizzeria (3+ years) B072PZ713P
Kindred Hearts, Tatum (3+ years) B07CSWMSBV
Kindred Hearts, Brinley (3+ years) B07S9TBLQP
Kindred Hearts, Jaimee (3+ years) B07S8QQ4JT
Journey Girls, Chavonne (6+ years) B07RB6WCPT
Journey Girls, Kelsey (6+ years) B07R7WTPF3
Journey Girls Sleepover Set (6+ years) B07Z8KC8ZF
Journey Girls Kitchen & Baking Playset (6+ years) B07SN5GR7N
Journey Girls Scooter (6+ years) B07S1CMK5F
Journey Girls, Kyla (6+ years) B07R91T4M7

Instant BFFs
OLAF COMES TO LIFE

Disney Frozen 2 Elsa The Snow Queen Deluxe Styling Head (3+ years) B083CF3R55
Disney Frozen 2 Deluxe Sparkling Necklace Activity Set (3+ years) B087Z12QBM
Little People Disney Frozen Arendelle Winter Wonderland (18 months–5 years) B084P6W6NZ
Disney Frozen 2 Elsa’s Journey Dress-Up Trunk (3+ years) B07KXFN6GG
Disney Frozen 2 Walk & Glow Fire Spirit (3+ years) B07TWX2M6M
Disney Frozen 2 Follow-Me Friend Olaf (3+ years) B07RVBSY57
Disney Frozen 2 Deluxe Finale Fashion Doll 5-Pack (3+ years) B087SQ9QS3

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
Hands-on fun

Made by Me! Ultimate Sand Art Kit (6+ years) B07PQHZF2Y
Orbeez Spin & Soothe Hand Spa (5+ years) B07C8DXGBC
Kinetic Sand Sandsticking Set (3+ years) B07ZK55SVC
SlimyGloop SlimySand Bucket (3+ years) B07ZYCB7S2
National Geographic Mega Slime & Putty Lab (8+ years) B07B4MTWTX
Play-Doh Slime Cool Colors Multipack (3+ years) B085WND773

Shape things up

Play-Doh Mermaid Theme 13-Pack (3+ years) B085WN9N6Q
Play-Doh Pirate Theme 13-Pack (3+ years) B085WN9MJW
Play-Doh Kitchen Creations Candy Delight Playset (3+ years) B072XCB7S2
Play-Doh Ultra Fun Factory (3+ years) B085WNJ7JW
Play-Doh Play 'n Store Table (3+ years) B07PYLMXBN
Play-Doh 24-Pack (3+ years) B009CAPYR8

SCAN & SHOP
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
Merry making

COLOR TO CUSTOMIZE
MAKE A 3-D CREATION

SCAN & SHOP
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

STEM and Arts & Crafts

SHOP YOUR NEAREST AMAZON STORE to find customer favorites, test Amazon devices, and more. Visit amazon.com/stores

LEGO DOTS Pineapple Pencil Holder, 351 Pieces (6+ years) B085YTZSRQ
Easy Playhouse Garage (4+ years) B07W9M7N2C
Fairy Light Garden (4+ years) B086FQJ8YT
Klutz Make Your Own Soap (8+ years) 1338564371
Klutz Make Your Own Tiny Camper (8+ years) 1338566180
Melissa & Doug Flower Fleece Quilt Kit (6+ years) B0721HX97Q
3Doodler Start Essentials 3D Pen Set (6+ years) B086Q2QFPK
Playmobil Scooby-Doo! Mystery Machine, 72 Pieces (5+ years) B08175VGYQ
Playmobil Scooby-Doo! Adventure in the Mystery Mansion Playset, 177 Pieces (5+ years) B081HQS3RF
Playmobil Scooby-Doo! Scooby & Shaggy with Ghost, 22 Pieces (5+ years) B08175BWG3
Playmobil Scooby-Doo! Adventure in the Cemetery Playset, 70 Pieces (5+ years) B081HQR9FG
Magformers Basic Set, 30 Pieces (3+ years) B002NGOH1W
Magformers Challenger Set, 112 Pieces (3+ years) B008CQE35M
Magformers Smart Set, 144 Pieces (3+ years) B008A078Z2
Magformers Creator Carnival Set, 46 Pieces (3+ years) B00696367S
Kid K’NEX Budding Builders Building Set, 100 Pieces (3+ years) B06Y4BC95L
Lincoln Logs Centennial Edition Tin, 153 Pieces (3+ years) B01LWMB4DD
K’NEX Architecture Golden Gate Bridge, 1536 Pieces (9+ years) B084SR18R8
K’NEX Architecture Eiffel Tower, 1462 Pieces (9+ years) B084T1DD63
K’NEX Architecture London Eye, 1861 Pieces (9+ years) B084SF6J3B

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
LEGO DUPLO Alphabet Truck, 36 Pieces (18+ months) B07WCQTL1B
LEGO DUPLO Creative Fun Building Kit, 120 Pieces (18+ months) B009FDN51Y
LEGO DUPLO Modular Playhouse, 129 Pieces (2+ years) B07WG9W5B7
LEGO DUPLO Deluxe Brick Box, 85 Pieces (18+ months) B07WJNKK3M
LEGO DUPLO Tower Crane & Construction, 123 Pieces (2+ years) B08589W15G
LEGO DUPLO Wrecking Ball Demolition, 56 Pieces (2+ years) B08586LW97
LEGO DUPLO Disney Frozen Elsa & Olaf’s Tea Party, 17 Pieces (2+ years) B07WFNY53F
LEGO DUPLO Disney Princess Ariel’s Undersea Castle, 35 Pieces (2+ years) B0858747M3

Sweet as can be

LEGO DUPLO Bakery, 46 Pieces (2+ years) B07WM7CZNN
**Disney Junior**

- **Disney Junior Minnie Mouse Bowdazzling Dress-Up Trunk** (3+ years) B07SH2FX2X
- **Disney Junior Mira, Royal Detective Royal Adventures Palace** (3+ years) B0844JK4LQ
- **Disney Junior Minnie Mouse Party & Play Pup** (3+ years) B084XD4PQD
- **Disney Junior Minnie Mouse Bow-Tel Hotel** (3+ years) B084XCM8FV
- **Disney Junior T.O.T.S. Pip & Freddy Plush** (2+ years) B0851HHLL6

**Brio**

- **Brio Disney Mickey & Friends Mickey Mouse Train** (3+ years) B0876T5DR7
- **Brio Disney Mickey & Friends Donald & Daisy Duck Train** (3+ years) B085WD83NC
- **Brio Disney Mickey & Friends Mickey Mouse Record & Play Station** (3+ years) B0876T3D41
- **Playskool Fold ’n Go Elephant** (3+ months) B084NXXTGZ
- **Playskool Step Start Walk ’n Ride** (9+ months) B084SCRGKZ
- **Battat Big Red Barn Playset** (18+ months) B01MUDW6FF
- **B. Symphony Musical Toy Orchestra** (3+ years) B00A0EHZ22
- **KidKraft Adventure Bound Space Shuttle** (3+ years) B085898579
- **Marvel Super Hero Adventures Figure & Vehicle Multipack** (5+ years) B084P1429

**SCAN & SHOP**

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

**Preschool**

**CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY** at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
All aboard!

Fisher-Price Thomas & Friends Talking Thomas & Percy Train Set
(3+ years) B084ZTB67Y

Fisher-Price Rollin' Rovee
(6 months–5 years) B083W1BWPQ

Fisher-Price Laugh & Learn Controller & Pizza Gift Set
(6 months–3 years) B084RRTV7G

Fisher-Price Thomas & Friends Storytime Thomas
(2+ years) B084Q9ZHTN

Fisher-Price Little People 1-2-3 Babies Playdate
(18 months–5 years) B083VZKTQR

Fisher-Price Grow-the-Fun Garden to Kitchen
(18 months–3 years) B083VZS6WL

Fisher-Price Little People Launch & Loop Raceway
(18 months–5 years) B083VZW49V

Fisher-Price Walk, Bounce & Ride Pony
(9 months–3 years) B083W34655

Fisher-Price Musical Lion Walker
(6 months–3 years) B00BNQEVWS

Power Wheels BBQ Fun Jeep Wrangler
(3–7 years) B084Q948NS

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

SCAN & SHOP
Have a Dance Off

Fun for Kids

Amazon Kids+ has thousands of kid-friendly books, videos, educational apps, games, and more.

Use Promo Code KidsHoliday and get 3 months of Amazon Kids+ for $0.99.

Visit amazon.com/kids+ to redeem.*

*Offer expires earlier of 11:59 p.m. (PT) on Dec 31, 2020, or while supplies last. Limit one per customer. New subscribers only. Amazon may modify or cancel this offer at any time. Subscription auto-renews at applicable rate. Restrictions apply. See amazon.com/KidsHoliday for details. Please note, your 3-month subscription begins following promo code redemption.

Check off your wish lists early at amazon.com/holidaytoylist.

Scan & Shop

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

Paw Patrol

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue Spiral Rescue Jet (3+ years) B084BMRMCW
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Skye (3+ years) B088K31945
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Everest (3+ years) B084BMR556
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Marshall (5+ years) B084BMR6DC
Paw Patrol Dino Rescue Dino Patroller (3+ years) B084BM71SC
Paw Patrol Adventure Bay Rescue Way (3+ years) B084BFRX41
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue Jet Gift Pack (3+ years) B084BMQ6JY

Blue’s Clues & You!

BLUE’s CLUES & YOU!

Pinkfong Baby Shark

HAVE A DANCE OFF

Dance-Along Blue (3+ years) B084DWYWPD
Baby Shark Musical Playpad (6+ months) B084TQ30NW
Baby Shark Dancing DJ (2+ years) B084TQR2VM
Baby Shark Bath Toy Bundle (2+ years) B0852619LY
Baby Alive Baby Shark (3+ years) B07PY956JB / B07Q2MNW1Z / B07Q1JSDWF
Baby Shark Dancing DJ (2+ years) B084TQR2VM
Baby Shark Bath Toy Bundle (2+ years) B0852619LY

Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue Spiral Rescue Jet (3+ years) B084BMRMCW
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Skye (3+ years) B088K31945
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Everest (3+ years) B084BMR556
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Marshall (5+ years) B084BMR6DC
Paw Patrol Dino Rescue Dino Patroller (3+ years) B084BM71SC
Paw Patrol Adventure Bay Rescue Way (3+ years) B084BFRX41
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue Jet Gift Pack (3+ years) B084BMQ6JY

Paw Patrol

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue Spiral Rescue Jet (3+ years) B084BMRMCW
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Skye (3+ years) B088K31945
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Everest (3+ years) B084BMR556
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Marshall (5+ years) B084BMR6DC
Paw Patrol Dino Rescue Dino Patroller (3+ years) B084BM71SC
Paw Patrol Adventure Bay Rescue Way (3+ years) B084BFRX41
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue Jet Gift Pack (3+ years) B084BMQ6JY

Paw Patrol

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue Spiral Rescue Jet (3+ years) B084BMRMCW
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Skye (3+ years) B088K31945
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Everest (3+ years) B084BMR556
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue, Marshall (5+ years) B084BMR6DC
Paw Patrol Dino Rescue Dino Patroller (3+ years) B084BM71SC
Paw Patrol Adventure Bay Rescue Way (3+ years) B084BFRX41
Paw Patrol Jet to the Rescue Jet Gift Pack (3+ years) B084BMQ6JY
ALL THE BELLS & WHISTLES

Best Mate Bluey Jumbo Plush (3+ years) B081QWJ39V
Bluey’s Family Home Playset (3+ years) B084NV7TS4
Bluey Heeler 4WD Family Vehicle (3+ years) B084NV7HHL
Disney and Pixar Cars Stunt & Splash Red (4+ years) B07YT7BR87
Hot Wheels Disney and Pixar Character Cars 6-Pack (3+ years) B083N2HLJR
Lionel Disney and Pixar Toy Story Ready-to-Play Train Set (4+ years) B084TQWYKM
Monopoly Disney and Pixar (8+ years) B089HPT49G

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

SCAN & SHOP

Movie & TV
• 7.25 x 9.5”
• PDF/X1-A
• Epson Proof
• PSMC SWOP3

Color OK _______
Layout OK_______
Little wonders

Early Learning Center Blossom Farm Activity Cube (0+ months) B085R6ZP3F
Early Learning Center Squeeze and Play Blocks (6-18 months) B085RKHPF7
Early Learning Center Little Senses Carry-Along Piano (6 months–3 years) B085R87GV9
Early Learning Center Wooden Shape Sorter (12 months–3 years) B085RFDF83
Early Learning Center Wooden Stacking Rings (12 months–3 years) B085RHBBRC
Early Learning Center Little Senses Glowing Rings (6 months–3 years) B085RC4CSM
Melissa & Doug Get Well Doctor’s Kit Playset (3+ years) B07VNB8BV9
Melissa & Doug Get Well Doctor Activity Center (3+ years) B07TYQZPNP
Melissa & Doug Scoop & Serve Ice Cream Counter (3+ years) B01B1V10KA
Melissa & Doug Take-Along Railroad (3+ years) B07KBQJV5H
Melissa & Doug Giddy Buggy Crawl-Through Tunnel (3+ years) B01AD1TQ0A
Melissa & Doug Cuddle Unicorn Jumbo Plush (1+ months) B07VL3XDJG
Melissa & Doug Wooden Toy Chest (3+ years) B071YMTCF8
Melissa & Doug Wood Blocks, 100 Pieces (3+ years) B00068ECXY

SCAN & SHOP
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
SCAN & SHOP

1. Tap the ❌ next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

SCAN & SHOP

Early Learning & Pretend Play

Green Toys Mickey Mouse & Friends Shape Sorter (6+ months) B085JJTBGX
Green Toys Mickey Mouse & Friends Shape Sorter Truck (12+ months) B0869DJRS5
Green Toys Mickey Mouse Stacker (6+ months) B085JK1ZK3
Green Toys Minnie Mouse Stacker (6+ months) B085JJT25G
Green Toys Mickey Mouse Push Toy (6+ months) B0960D87Y3
Green Toys Mickey Mouse Airplane Pull Toy (6+ months) B085JT8G7V
Green Toys Mickey Mouse Shake & Rattle Set (6+ months) B0890K83IG
Mr. Potato Head Goes Green (5+ years) B0856KL7C
Little Tikes Go Green! Tractor (18 months–3 years) B085832L7

Melissa & Doug Poke-A-Dot: Old MacDonald’s Farm (12+ months) 160169024X
The Joyful Book (4–8 years) 0316427896
Because You’re Mine (4–8 years) 1250256135
The Welcome Wagon: A Cubby Hill Tale (3–7 years) 1419744178
Dog Man: Grime and Punishment (7+ years) 1338535625
Frog and Toad Are Friends, 50th Anniversary Commemorative Edition (4–8 years) 0062983431
50 Adventures in the 50 States (6–11 years) 0711254451
Quidditch Through the Ages: The Illustrated Edition (8+ years) 1338340565
Channel Kindness: Stories of Kindness and Community (12–18 years) 1259245583

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

It’s story time

READ it Again!
Let's pretend

A Little Tikes First Fridge (2+ years) B0851KQ3BS
Little Tikes Rocking Horse (12 months-3 years) B033CW3KQ
Little Tikes My First Pet Checkup Set (3+ years) B085125BVT
Little Tikes Cape Cottage (2–6 years) B084L27VKP
Little Tikes Go & Grow Lil' Rollin' Giraffe (12 months-1 years) B07CSTFB0Y
Little Tikes First Washer-Dryer (2+ years) B0851KYQVX
Little Tikes 3' Trampoline (3–6 years) B00AU0O7QI
Little Tikes Boom Blaster (3+ years) B07VHYNWW7
Little Tikes Easy Score Basketball Set (18 months-5 years) B01C5A2WJO
Little Tikes First Fridge (2+ years) B0851KQ3BS
Little Tikes My First Pet Checkup Set (3+ years) B085125BVT
Little Tikes Rocking Horse (12 months-3 years) B033CW3KQ

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

SCAN & SHOP
Sports & Outdoors

Little Tikes Cape Cottage (2–6 years) B084L27VKP
Little Tikes T-Ball Set (18 months-6 years) B01TVVY9YR
Little Tikes 3' Trampoline (3–6 years) B00AU0O7QI
Little Tikes Boom Blaster (3+ years) B07VHYNWW7
Little Tikes Easy Score Basketball Set (18 months-5 years) B01C5A2WJO
Champion Sports Rhino Skin Basics Dodgeball Set B07BG7VMY4
Franklin Sports Mini Soccer Goal Set B00ULAFT6O
Wilson Evolution Basketball B0009KF58I
Lifetime Youth Portable Basketball Hoop B002PL5KYI
Champion Sports Anywhere Table Tennis B00BQ7B0MS
Wilson Golf Profile JGI Junior Golf Set B07N4PYWWQ
Wilson Prime Tennis Racket B07MBQSKHB

Step2 Classic Chic Kitchen (2–10 years) B08DRQ347C
Step2 Ball Buddies Adventure Center Water Table (18+ months) B083PK5SKJ
Step2 Side-by-Side Push Around SUV (2+ years) B08DQD37CY
Radio Flyer All-Terrain Cargo Wagon (18+ months) B01GJSKY98
Radio Flyer Deluxe Big Flyer (3–7 years) B00P4CF10S
Radio Flyer Ultimate Go-Kart (3–8 years) B07P9KDVPG

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

CRUISE IN STYLE

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
Ready to roll

A. Raskullz C-Preme Super Rainbowcorn Helmet (5+ years) B00E9KQ2CM
B. Jetson Jupiter Kick Scooter (5+ years) B0765Q5TY3
C. Bell Spider-Man Web Shatter 3D Mohawk Helmet (5+ years) B01M4Q266Q
D. Razor A5 LUX Kick Scooter (8+ years) B01EM42B60
E. Hover-1 Titan Electric Hoverboard Scooter (15+ years) B07FB2RYLY
F. Razor E100 Glow Electric Scooter (8+ years) B00KCK55IU

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

SCAN & SHOP
Sports & Outdoors

Amazon Exclusive

WITH SMARTSTART TECHNOLOGY

Schwinn Elm Kids Bike (3–7 years) B07K3PNJJS
Huffy Spider-Man Kids Bike (3-5 years) B07ZFRQXMT
Dynacraft Magna Gravel Blaster Kids Bike (3-5 years) B008411ITE
RoyalBaby Freestyle Kids Bike (5-7 years) B01GQ55PUW
NERF Rival Nemesis MXVII-10K (14+ years) B01MG5QHC1
NERF Modulus Demolisher (8+ years) B089HTKM1R
NERF N-Strike Elite Strongarm (8+ years) B018KLHSS2
NERF Ultra Three (8+ years) B07XS9C9PV

NERF Fortnite BASR-R with Bush Targets (8+ years) B089B5NTXF
NERF Mega Motostryke (8+ years) B083X6STJ8
NERF Zombie Hammershot Undead (8+ years) B083JWRNFK
NERF Zombie Hammershot Splatter (8+ years) B083JV38BS
NERF Zombie Hammershot Stripes (8+ years) B083JWLP5B
NERF N-Strike Microshot Multipack (8+ years) B082N5YV45
NERF Rival Roundhouse XX-1500 (14+ years) B07VZZJ2T7
Awww, snap!

**SCANNABLE QR CODE**

1. Tap the button next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

**SCAN & SHOP**

**Electronics Gift Guide**

- **Canon IVY CLIQ+2 Instant Camera Printer + App** B0876G1HZ2
- **Canon IVY CLIQ2 Instant Camera Printer** B0876GTNPH
- **Canon EOS M200 Content Creator Kit** B0101S1M3Y
- **Canon PowerShot ELPH 360 Digital Camera** B019UDI3JC
- **Samsung 50-inch Class Crystal UHD TU-8000 Series Smart 4K TV with Alexa** B084JCXSL6
- **ASUS L210 Ultra Thin Laptop** B081V6W99V
- **Acer Nitro 5 Gaming Laptop** B086KJBKDW
- **Garmin Vívofit Jr. 2 Disney Frozen 2 Elsa** B07Y5YHQ5Y
- **Garmin Vívofit Jr. 2 Star Wars Dark Side** B07Y5W6Y8L
- **Sony SRS-XB12 Mini Bluetooth Speaker** B07P5GDC9C
- **JBL TUNE 120TWS Wireless In-Ear Headphones** B07RG8GW2R
- **Digital Piano Kids Keyboard** B07FDCDQMM
- **Disney Frozen 2 Bluetooth Portable MP3 Karaoke Machine** B0864S8RJF
- **Disney Frozen 2 Bluetooth Karaoke Microphone with Party Lights** B07VC6PFQP
- **Trolls World Tour Sing-Along Boombox with Microphone** B03YXHFTQ

**CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY** at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
1. Tap the next to the search bar in the Amazon app.
2. Scan the product image for listing.
3. Scan the QR code for more gifts.

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

Disney

SPOTTED ZEBRA

Disney Minnie Mouse 2 Cute PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07RDK5CHK
Disney Frozen 2 Stronger Together PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07RDK5LBC
Star Wars Ships PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07S1K9N4W
Disney Frozen Elsa Powers PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07TRJR9HB
Skate Dogs PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07N12Z2RZ
Disney Frozen 2 Bedding Set B07TC637H7
Paw Patrol Kids Plush Throw Blanket B01FF802EU
Star Wars The Mandalorian Throw Blanket B083CGCM5R
Ryan’s World Bedding Set B08539JP33
L.O.L. Surprise! Bedding Set B07V39JMPQ
Star Wars The Mandalorian The Child Cloud Pillow B083CG5MJL

Disney Minnie Mouse 2 Cute PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07RDK5CHK
Disney Frozen 2 Stronger Together PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07RDK5LBC
Star Wars Ships PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07S1K9N4W
Disney Frozen Elsa Powers PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07TRJR9HB
Skate Dogs PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07N12Z2RZ
Dinosaur Fairisle PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B079KD3JW5
Wild Adventure PJs by Spotted Zebra (12 months–12 years) B07N12QSFV

COLOR OK _______
LAYOUT OK_______
ADD A WARM LAYER

Just for kicks

Puma Kids’ Smash V2 Hook and Loop Sneaker (0–12 years) B071X5SPH2
Puma Kids’ Roma Basic Jr. Sneaker (11–12 years) B00KGDVKY
adidas Originals Kids’ Stan Smith Closerfoam Sneaker (0–12 years) B07NXTYX0
adidas Originals Kids’ Superstar Sneaker (4–12 years) B00LF5R9E7
Puma Kids’ Vista Glitz Hook and Loop Sneaker (1–12 years) B07TQ649CLS
Reebok Wonder Woman B4 Club C Sneaker (3–7 years) B082YW6LCK
Reebok Kids’ Classic Leather Harman Run Sneaker (4–8 years) B07FHA9LY9
New Balance Kids’ Fresh Foam Archi V2 Running Shoe (4–12 years) B09BY3S595
New Balance Kids’ Reax V2 Fresh Foam Running Shoe (4–12 years) B08179X5EG
New Balance Kids’ Iconic 574 V1 Lace-Up Sneaker (6–12 years) B071SL6WJF

CHECK OFF YOUR WISH LISTS EARLY at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
More joy & toys

Fisher-Price Linkimals Smooth Moves Sloth (9+ months)  B07P982CKZ
Disney Junior Music Lullabies Bath Squirters 8-Pack (2+ years)  B086NKH8XH
Sesame Street Rock & Rhyme Elmo (18+ months)  B083R1RPH9
Disney Frozen 2 Olaf Cuddle Pillow (3+ years)  B07RVD563W
Bristle Block Jungle Adventure Bucket, 128 Pieces (2+ years)  B00IWCQHG4
Play-Doh Disney Frozen Olaf’s Sleigh Ride (3+ years)  B07MTTLNM2
Play-Doh Star Wars BB-8 & R2-D2 (3+ years)  B01N240CLA
Snap Ships Gladius AC-75 Drop Ship (8+ years)  B085P9F67J

Hot Wheels Mega Hauler Truck (3+ years)  B00RYZR3SG
Hot Wheels Spider-Man Web-Car Launcher (4+ years)  B01N6SODJB
Beyblade Hypersphere Battle Hunters Toys 3-Pack (5+ years)  B085DFQUN4
Funko Games Elf Snowball Showdown Card Game (6+ years)  B085WLECPF
UNO Disney and Pixar (7+ years)  B082N7R4K8
The Mind Card Game (8+ years)  B07C4F3KLF
Barbie 28” Doll Unicorn Party Fashion Friend (3+ years)  B0844QMQ8B
Rainbow High Fashion Doll, Violet Willow (6+ years)  B08584QGZ2
Hairdorables Hairmazing From Perfect Nola & Logan (3+ years)  B085G6QF6S
Amazon.com Gift Card  B0775W8SM
AmazonBasics AAA Batteries  B007CH5Z2W
AmazonBasics AAA Batteries  B00NT6MCU2

Check off your wish lists early at amazon.com/holidaytoylist
CREATE YOUR OWN
SNOW GLOBE

Step 1: Think of your favorite place. 
Step 2: Draw a picture of it inside the globe. 
Step 3: Imagine you’re there!

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

2 large square cardboard boxes
1 medium square cardboard box
Scissors
Tape or hot glue
Pens, markers, or paints

Build an alpine lodge

That Amazon box is more than just cardboard; it’s a gingerbread house or an alpine lodge to be explored. With just a few household items, adults can make this wintry cabin.

1. Cut one large box along a corner fold so that it lays out flat. Bend in half so that you have a triangle roof.
2. Open the top and bottom of the medium box. Lay it on its side like a tunnel.
3. Place the triangle roof over the medium box’s sides, allowing the edges to rest on the floor. Tape or glue the roof where it meets the medium box.
4. To make the front and back walls, cut open the second large box and lay it flat. Then trace the front and back triangle rooflines. Cut out the two triangles.
5. On your front wall triangle, draw and cut a door, careful to leave one side attached so that it will swing open and closed.
6. Tape or glue on your front and back walls, then decorate! What about some shingles, windows, and shutters? Share your lodge with #deliveringsmiles

Learn to make your own cardboard trees and campfire at amazon.com/cardboardcreations

Share the fun with #deliveringsmiles

That Amazon box is more than just cardboard; it’s a gingerbread house or an alpine lodge to be explored. With just a few household items, adults can make this wintry cabin.
Explore these gifts and more at amazon.com/holidaytoylist

If you do not want to receive marketing information from Amazon by mail, please update your preferences at amazon.com/gp/cpc/homepage